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An earlier two-dimensional NOESY experiment with diagonal
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peak suppression in the H – H region is extended to three
imensions by including 15N evolution while maintaining the
ROSY approach throughout. The technique suppresses all anti-
ROSY resonances by appropriate pulse sequence elements and

or large molecules at high fields possible semi- and anti-TROSY
rtifacts are further suppressed by virtue of much shorter trans-
erse relaxation times for these components. The new technique is
emonstrated using an 15N-labeled protein sample, RAP 17-97
N-terminal domain of a2-macroglobulin Receptor Associated

Protein), in H2O at 500 MHz. © 2000 Academic Press
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Spin-state-selective (S3) techniques make it possible to
ectively manipulate the coherences belonging to partic
tates of passive spins and this can be applied for ed
ultidimensional NMR spectra, for example, allowing con
ient measurement of coupling constants (1–4). Typically, a
pin C is one-bond and long-range coupled to spins A an
espectively, and thea andb spin states of C can be separa
ased on A-spin magnetization and this separation then

ained through a coherence transfer from spin A to spin
Another category of S3 techniques is TROSY (5), where one

particular 2D multiplet component having the most favor
transverse relaxation times is selected by an appropriate m
sequence, thus resulting in a spectrum with enhanced re
tion and sensitivity (5, 6). Such a 2D1H–15N or 1H–13C peak
corresponds to specific spin states of the attached passiv
e.g., the1H-spin in the dimension of15N or 13C, respectively
Moreover, it was recently shown that diagonal peak sup
sion is feasible based on the inherent pattern of spin-
selectivity associated with coherence transfer between
1H–15N units (7). Specifically, when a TROSY coherence
one unit is partially transferred to another unit the resu
equal amounts of TROSY and anti-TROSY coherence so
such a cross peak would be invariant to ap pulse applied o
he attached heteronuclear passive spin. On the other han
oherence that is not transferred (i.e., the diagonal peak) i
ssociated with the TROSY transition so that ap pulse will
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selection of the TROSY resonances suppresses the diago7)
and apart from loss due to pulse imperfection and relax
during extra delays there is no sensitivity penalty for molec
and field strengths sufficiently large to make the TRO
approach worthwhile.

In this communication, we extend the 2D NOESY pu
sequence with diagonal peak suppression (7) to three dimen
sions by including 15N evolution. Such an15N-resolved
NOESY spectrum is essential for evaluation of1HN–1HN NOE
cross peaks in larger proteins. The new15N-resolved TROSY
NOESY experiment applies the TROSY approach in all t
dimensions, something that is in contrast to a recent ex
ment and conclusions by Pervushinet al. (8). These author
suggest a 3D experiment with diagonal peak suppressio
volving 1H–15N zero-quantum coherence and apply it to a
kDa protein but show experimentally by 2D spectra that
single-quantum approach “clearly gives the best results”
respect to sensitivity and resolution. Nevertheless, it is ar
that “the ZQ-based scheme is nonetheless a preferred el
in 3D heteronuclear-resolved NOESY experiments” and
the potential advantage of the single-quantum based sc
“can hardly be exploited in 3D heteronuclear-resolved ex
iments (8).”

The pulse sequence for the new experiment is outlined in
1. It can be understood as the preparation sequence of t
NOESY pulse sequence with diagonal peak suppression in
(7) having been replaced by the heteronuclear gradient
TROSY sequence (9, 10) without the detection period, i.e., a
cording to the regimen for constructing a 3D pulse sequence
two 2D sequences (11). The TROSY mixing sequence deliv
the same result as the preparation sequence of the origin
NOESY pulse sequence with diagonal peak suppression, n
selective excitation of the1H TROSY coherences in the evoluti
period preceding NOESY mixing. The anti-TROSY cohere
are suppressed by the gradients selecting the heteronuclea
ent echoes between the two evolution periods.

In the 2D heteronuclear gradient echo TROSY seque
only one coherence transfer pathway contributes in any g
1090-7807/00 $35.00
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scan, but in the 3D sequence there are two because bo11
and21 quantum coherence in the second evolution period
to observable signals. For example, the pathway N1 3 H2 in

FIG. 1. 3D TROSY–NOESY pulse sequence with diagonal peak sup
ater pulses are shown as open bell shapes.t 5 (2JNH)21; d is gradient del

odd-numbered scans the phasef is x and the left dashedp pulse on the S
p pulse on the S channel is applied with opposite receiver phase,f0 5 f 1 p

hasex must be2y on our Varian Unity Inova spectrometers, while it m
ensure that the water magnetization is returned to the1z axis. For1H and15N
w I 5 y; wS 5 y, G1 5 27, G2 5 3, G3 5 2, while for antiecho it isw I 5
wS must be reversed. Apart from these gradients and the purge gradien
ets, A: {u 5 0, p; receiver5 0, p} and B: {u 5 p/2, 3p/2; receiverp/2, 3p
ombinations {A(a)2 B(a)}, {A(e) 1 B(e)}, {A(e) 2 B(e)}, and {A(a) 1 B
ndividual pathways offers the possibility to move the offset in F2 to the mid
he individual FIDs. Thet 2-dependent phase increments are of opposite
remain on resonance for the water signal as is advantageous for water

FIG. 2. Excerpts from the amide region of15N-labeled, RAP 17-97 (90%
2D NOESY spectrum and (b) positive F2/F3 projection of the 3D TROSY–N
in Fig. 1 on a Varian Unity Inova 500 MHz spectrometer. Parameters for

inc-shaped water pulses of duration 1.00 ms and Waltz-16 for15N decoupli
70003 7000 Hz were zero-filled to 20483 4096 points prior to States-TPP
b): relaxation delay 1.5 s;t 5 5.26 ms;tm 5 100 ms;t 1(max)5 9.06 ms;t 2

applied. The data sets A and B were combined and the offset was shift
points covering 16553 35003 7000 Hz was zero-filled to 643 10243 4
functions were cosine in F3 and F2 and cosine square in F1. The excerpt from
ad
the 2D TROSY sequence is supplemented by N2 3 H1 and
that must be taken into account in the 3D Fourier transfo
tion. The two relevant (w I, wS) phase settings in the TROS

ssion. Filled and open bars representp/2 andp pulses, respectively. Selectivep/2

m is NOESY mixing time. The phases are indicated below the pulses. F
nnel is applied, while for all even-numbered scansf is y and the right dashe
o include the native15N (S-spin) magnetization in the TROSY coherence
befor our Bruker DRX-600 instrument. The phases and selective water p
s on our Varian spectrometers, the echoes betweent 1 andt 2 are obtained wit
; wS 5 2y, G1 5 28, G2 5 2, G3 5 3. On the Bruker instrumentw I and
ringthe pulsed field gradients are arranged in self-compensating pairs. Tw
both for echo (e) and antiecho (a) betweent 1 andt 2, are recorded. The line
yield the four pathways {S2, S1}( t 1) 3 {I 2, I1}( t 2). This separation of th
of the amide region by TPPI-type preprocessing exponential multiplica
n for I1 and I2. By shifting the offset this way, the transmitter frequency can
-back in TROSY type experiments (15).

10% D2O, 25°C, pH 6.4, 20 mM NaCl, 1 mM phosphate buffer). (a)15N-edited
SY spectrum with diagonal peak suppression recorded with the pulse s
: relaxation delay 1.5 s;t 5 5.26 ms;tm 5 100 ms;t 1(max)5 61.72 ms; 16 scan
uring acquisition were applied. A data matrix of 8643 2048 points coverin
ourier transformation and the window functions were cosine in both dim
x)5 61.72 ms; 16 scans. Sinc-shaped water pulses of duration 1.00 m
750 Hz in F2 as described in the Fig. 1 caption. A data matrix of 163 4323 2048
points prior to double echo/antiecho Fourier transformation and the w
ectrum (b) is displaced by J/2 (48 Hz) in both dimensions to ease com
pre
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TROSY–NOESY spectra was tested on an15N-labeled protein
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mixing sequence betweent 1 andt 2 select N13 H1 and N23
2 or N1 3 H2 and N2 3 H1, respectively. In practic

current spectrometer software can be used for Fourier t
formation when these pairs of pathways are separated
phase cycle ofu. Two data sets, (u 5 0, p) and (u 5 p/2,
3p/2), where the receiver phase in all cases is equal tou, are
recorded for each of the two (w I, wS) settings and they a
added and subtracted, which results in four data sets th
Fourier transformed as so-called double echo/antiecho
Another procedure is used in the13C–1H–1H TROSY–NOESY
experiment of Brutscheret al. (12).

The new method for diagonal peak suppression in

FIG. 3. Sections as indicated in Fig. 2 for three different1HN–1HN pairs (I,
I, and III). II and III cannot be separated in the 2D approach due to ove

double arrow marks the position of the diagonal. Sections marked
rime contain the high-frequency diagonal component of the amide pai
ections without prime contain the low-frequency diagonal component
races: sections from the spectrum in Fig. 2a without suppression of dia
eaks; bottom traces: sections from the spectrum in Fig. 2b with diagona
uppression. Cross peaks close to the diagonal are clearly visible in the
ith diagonal peak suppression at places where they are hardly observ

he sections without diagonal peak suppression. Corresponding sectio
caled to show similar intensities for the cross peaks.
s-
a

are
ta.

D

sample, RAP 17-97 (N-terminal domain ofa2-macroglobulin
Receptor Associated Protein) (13), using a Varian Unity Inov

00 MHz spectrometer. Figure 2 shows excerpts from
mide region of an15N-edited 2D 1H–1H NOESY spectrum

employing Watergate (14) and15N decoupling throughout (Fi
2a) and the positive F2/F3 projection from the 3D TROSY
NOESY spectrum with diagonal peak suppression (Fig.
recorded using the pulse sequence in Fig. 1. Clearly, the
shows a narrower and smaller diagonal with some nearby
peaks that are obscured in the former. As demonstrated i
3 by sections taken at the points indicated by lines in Fi
cross peaks that are submerged within the extension o
diagonal (indicated by double arrows) can be observed.
sections marked II/III and II9/III 9 contain two overlappin
signals, that are separated by the associated15N resonances
Fig. 4, where excerpts from selected F2/F3 planes and F3
sections are shown. Inclined and horizontal dashed lines
the diagonal and the F3 sections, respectively. The cross
diagonal peak intensity ratios are typically even more favor
in 3D TROSY–NOESY spectra with diagonal peak supp
sion than in the corresponding 2D NOESY spectrum
employing diagonal peak suppression (7) because the spre
according to15N chemical shifts in the third dimension redu
overlap on the diagonal.

In analogy to the earlier 2D NOESY experiment employ
the same idea for diagonal peak suppression, the S3E-type
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FIG. 4. F2/F3 excerpts from the 3D TROSY–NOESY spectrum w
diagonal peak suppression for three different1HN–1HN pairs (I, II, and III) as
indicated in Fig. 2. The bold dashed lines mark the diagonal and the F3 sections
hown are taken at the positions of the thin dashed lines.15N chemical shift

n F1 are given on top of the excerpts.
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variations in theJ (and possibly residual dipolar) coupli
onstants and pulse imperfection, so artifacts are observ
he upper half of the spectrum in Fig. 2b at a distance ofJ from
the diagonal in both dimensions. As such artifacts are
present in the lower half of the spectrum it is not worthwhil
extend the pulse sequence to improve the accuracy o
editing step. Furthermore, for large proteins at higher fie
where the TROSY approach is the one of choice for reaso
sensitivity and resolution, the artifacts are broadened be
detection as they represent semi- and anti-TROSY peak

In conclusion, we have extended the 2D NOESY p
sequence with diagonal peak suppression to three dimen
by replacing its preparation sequence by TROSY-type15N–1H
correlation. This pulse sequence will be valuable for app
tion to larger proteins because of the improved effective r
lution and because it is designed to take full advantage o
TROSY effect.
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